November 2018

International Calls and Information
For the Faculty of Human Sciences
10th International Day at Campus Griebnitzsee

Date: 15 November 2018

There will be information on opportunities for study abroad and doing practicum abroad:
https://www.uni-potsdam.de/de/international/outgoing/id.html
There will also be opportunities on this day to meet representatives from Poland and France to network about
potential collaborations. Please email Frau Marita Böhning (marita.boehning@uni-potsdam.de) if you would like
to set up an appointment to meet with a representative.
International MeetUP for Germany—Poland—France
https://www.uni-potsdam.de/de/international/projekte/international-meetup-subsahara-afrika.html

UK-German Call for Proposals: Funding Initiative in the Humanities

Date: 20 February 2019

The UK Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) and the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
(DFG, German Research Foundation) hereby launch a competitive call for proposals with a view to
bringing together arts and humanities researchers in the UK and humanities (including law and
linguistics) researchers in Germany to conduct outstanding joint UK-German research projects. Awards
will normally be for, and in any case will not exceed, a period of three years. On the UK side awards will
be for up to a total of £350,000.
For more detailed information please refer to the documents on DFG’s homepage:
www.dfg.de/ahrc
Deutsch-Israelische Projektkooperation (DIP) –
German-Israeli Project Cooperation

Date: 31 March 2019

On the basis of an agreement with the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) has taken over and continues
the Programme of German-Israeli Project Cooperation. The procedure is carried out in two stages:
The first stage takes place in Israel. The second stage takes place in Germany. The total budget
requested for the Israeli and the German partners may amount to a total of €1,655,000 for a maximum
duration of five years.
For additional information on the DFG please see: www.dfg.de/en
For the proposal please follow the “Guidelines for the Submission of Proposal in the DIP Programme”:
www.dfg.de/formulare/15_20e

German-Argentinian Collaboration in Research

Date: 5 April 2019

The Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) and the National Council for Scientific and Technological
Research (CONICET) are pleased to announce the third call for proposals to fund joint GermanArgentinian research projects in specific research areas. Proposals have to be written in English and must
be submitted to both organisations in parallel in accordance with the proposal preparation requirements of
each side, respectively
Further Information:
https://proyectosinv.conicet.gov.ar/convocatorias-y-oportunidades
To submit a proposal to the DFG, please follow the “Guidelines for the Research Grants Programme“ (form
50.01) and the ”Proposal Preparation Instructions – Project Proposals” (form 54.01) under:
www.dfg.de/formulare/50_01
www.dfg.de/formulare/54_01

